2002 chrysler lhs

The Chrysler LHS is a full-size luxury four-door sedan that was produced by Chrysler for the
through the model years , [1] with a one-year hiatus for It replaced the Chrysler Imperial as the
division's flagship model. Introduced in May for the model year, the Chrysler LHS was the top of
the line model for the division, as well as the most expensive of the Chrysler LH platform cars.
The car was differentiated from the division's New Yorker sedan by its bucket leather seats the
New Yorker had a bench seat and standard features such as alloy wheels that were options on
the New Yorker. From the model year on the New Yorker was dropped in favor of a
six-passenger option on the LHS. The LHS received a minor face change in when the
corporate-wide Pentastar emblem was replaced with the revived Chrysler brand emblem.
Standard features of the LHS included a 3. Unlike the New Yorker, leather seats were standard.
With the introduction of the M and the discontinuation of the New Yorker, the second generation
LHS competed with traditional large luxury sedans while the shorter and sportier M competed in
the performance luxury market. The first-generation LHS, sold in Europe with the New Yorker
nameplate during the â€” model years, featured rear amber turn signals, rear fog lights, side
turn signal repeaters, lack of side markers, and headlamps that incorporated different lens
geometry and bulbs. The first generation LHS was praised by motoring journalist Jeremy
Clarkson , who is well known for criticizing American automobiles, described the LHS as "by
global standards, right up there with the best. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
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"Accolade" was planned, but never saw production. The platform pioneered Chrysler 's "
cab-forward " design; featured on some Chrysler, Dodge, and Eagle cars in the s and early s. As
the s dawned, Chrysler faced a renewed round of financial troubles. The US economy slipped
into a recession following the Black Monday stock market crash and the Savings and Loan
Crisis , but the company's main problems were due to a lack of engineering innovation and
careless spending during the years of prosperity in the s. Most of Chrysler's lineup was based
on the proven, but dated K-car platform, plus debt accumulated from expensive purchases
including Italian automaker Lamborghini along with American Motors , and critics routinely
criticized their inability to produce cars that were competitive with Japanese companies or Ford,
which had just struck a coup-de-grace with the Taurus line. It was time for Chrysler to make a
fresh start for the s. According to Bob Lutz , "[t]he Premier had an excellent chassis and drove
so damned well that it served as a benchmark for the LH Working with an engineering team of
only , it took just over three years from the styling studio to the showrooms. Exterior styling
was heavily influenced by another Chrysler design which debuted as the Lamborghini Portofino
, a concept car introduced at the Frankfurt Auto Show. The Chrysler models competed with
upmarket domestics such as Buick and Oldsmobile. The LH cars debuted in and were updated
in While Chrysler's sales never rose to the levels of those popular rivals, the LH vehicles
succeeded in altering Chrysler's previously dowdy public image, recasting the automaker as an
innovative design leader. Much as the company had done in the months leading up to the
introduction of the K-platform cars in , Chrysler referred directly to the LH platform in
advertisements touting the advantages of its " cab-forward " architecture generally meant to
imply wheels moved out towards the corners of the body; a short, sloping hood; and a large
windshield extending from its base over the front wheels , and also referred to the platform
name for the Chrysler LHS sedan. Although the real "gold mine" of Chrysler's acquisition of
AMC was the Jeep brand, their minivans and LH sedans also helped to bail the company out of
almost certain bankruptcy in the s. The first generation LH cars used the existing 3. Originally,
Chrysler came close to giving Plymouth a variant of the LH platform, called the Plymouth
Accolade , a name consistent with the then-current Plymouth Acclaim. It was to be a base model
below the equipment level of the Intrepid. The Accolade never made it into production. The
second generation LH cars used the 2. When Chrysler discontinued the Eagle brand after , the
Chrysler M was introduced as a replacement for the Vision. A camouflaged Dodge Intrepid is
seen being put through the paces at Chrysler's test track, along with concept sketches and
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enjoy even more power a stout ponies and luxury features. None of those engines will be
mistaken for something from Lexus, as the Chrysler V6s growl noticeably under hard
acceleration. Another nice surprise is the Concorde's handling, which is impressively agile for a
car that has a inch wheelbase and stretches Since it's a large car, one might automatically
assume that the Concorde would ace all the crash-test scores, but up until last year, the
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at need attention. The black trim on the hood close to the windshield has faded and required
frequent buffing. A few cracks on the drivers seat. We just bought this Limited. Superior styling
and quality inside and out. The cavernous interior is extemely comfortable with fully powered,
heated leather seats. The stereo system featuring a 4 changer CD and cassette player has
plenty of power and sound seen rarely in a factory system. The exterior is flawless and the
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